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ABOUT GOREGIRL
I AM A COSMOHOLIC.  A girl addicted to all things Make-Up and Skin Care.  
When I’m not sharing my love of products and the art of make-up on my social 
networks I am researching or shopping for new pretty things to try from all 
corners of the beauty market.  I’ve been told so many times my passion for the 
amazing things in cosmetics would translate so well in to a great sales job that 
becoming an influencer just felt like a natural step in my dedication to social 
media so here I  am!   media so here I  am!   

My strength is in the love I share with my friends all over the internet, though 
make-up often the subject we bond over my mission is to encourage and inspire
the girls and boys around me to love and believe in themselves.  I spend hours
everyday reminding them they are beautiful and talented people and in turn
I believe I’ve begun to cultivate a community wonderful people just as hungry for
extraordinary products as I am.     

VIDEO BLOG SOCIAL PHOTO
What sets me apart is my experience with marketing!!  I maintain a full time 
job in commercial production that specializes in start-up venture investment 
funding.  Bascially it is my job to create media that promotes a product  to 
entice investment funding and I’m proud to say I was responsible for over 
2 Million in sales for my clients in 2016 alone. I use those skills in video 
creation in all my social media so you know your product  will be featured 
professionally.professionally.
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*COUNTS TOTALLED OVER A 12 MONTH PERIOD
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MEDIA
STREAM

+  PRODUCT REVIEWS
+  MAKE-UP TUTORIALS
+  COMPANY OVERVIEWS
+  TIPS AND TRICKS
+  SFX MAKE-UP 
+  SELF ESTEEM AND  SUPPORTFEATURED ON:  EDDIE FUNKHOUSER,

VAMPED BEAUTY, BEEZBOX COSMETICS,
MKYG, GNARLYNERD CLOTHING, EMPIRE
COSMETICS, SUPERBATGIRLRAVAGER 

GOREGIRL

SOCIAL REACH STATS

AGE RANGE 23-34 FROM THE US FOLLOWS A MONTH
63% 500+93%

YOUTUBE VIDEOS




